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By Mr. DiFruscia of Lawrence, petition of Anthony R. DiFruscia for
legislation relative to statutory minimum motor vehicle liability insurance and
permitting certain deductibles in policies of such insurance. Insurance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act relative to the statutory minimum motor vehicle
LIABILITY LIMITS AND PERMITTING DEDUCTIBLES INMOTOR
VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 1. Chapter 26 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 8A the following sec-
-3 tion:-
4 Section SB. There shall be in the division a fraudulent
5 claims board, hereinafter called the board, consisting of the
6 commissioner of insurance or his designee, the registrar of
7 motor vehicles or his designee, and the commissioner of
8 public safety or his designee. The commissioner of insurance
9 or his designee shall be the chairman of the board.

10 The board shall investigate claims filed in relation to a
11 motor vehicle liability policy or bond with any company for
12 loss or damage on account of bodily injury or death, and for
13 loss or damage resulting therefrom, arising out of a motor
14 vehicle accident anywhere within the commonwealth.
15 Any company with whom such a claim has been filed shall,
16 within thirty days after such filing, send to the board a copy
17 of the report required by section twenty-six of chapter ninety
18 describing the accident giving rise to such claim.
19 The board, with the approval of the governor may appoint
20 and remove a chief of accident claims investigations. The
21 board may expend for expenses and for such legal, investiga-
-22 five, clerical and other assistance such sums as may be
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23 appropriated therefor. Investigators employed by the board
24 shall have access to all records kept by the registry of motor
25 vehicles and to such records kept by insurance companies as
26 may be pertinent to the processing of such claims as are
27 within the investigatory powers of the board.
28 The board shall report annually on or before December
29 first, and may submit interim reports at such other times as it
30 may deem necessary, to the governor and the attorney
31 general.

1 Section 2. The paragraph defining “motor vehicle lia-S
2 bility” in section 34A of chapter 90 of the General Laws is
3 hereby amended by inserting after the phrase “in actions to
4 recover damages” the words:—for injury to property or.

1 Section 3. The paragraph defining “motor vehicle liability
2 bond” in section 34A of said chapter 90 is hereby further
3 amended by striking out the phrase “to the amount or limit
4 of at least five thousand dollars on account of injury to or
5 death of any one person” and all thereafter in said paragraph
6 and inserting the following:—to the amount or limit of at
7 least ten thousand dollars on account of injury to or death of

any one person, and, subject to such limits as respects injury8
9 to or death of one person, of at least twenty thousand dollar

10 on account of any one accident resulting in injury to or death
11 of more than one person, and to the amount or limit of at
12 least five thousand dollars on account of injury to property.

Section 4. The paragraph defining “motor vehicle liability
policy” in section 34A of said chapter 90 is hereby amended
by inserting after the phrase “in actions to recover damages”
the words:-—for injury to property or.
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1 Section 5. The paragraph defining “motor vehicle liability -

policy” in section 34A of said chapter 90 is hereby further*
amended by striking out the phrase “to the amount of limit
of at least five thousand dollars on account of injury to or
death of any one person” and all thereafter in said paragraph,
and inserting the following:—to the amount or limit of at
least ten thousand dollars on account of injury to or death of
any one person, and, subject to such limits as respects injury
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to or death of one person, of at least twenty thousand dollars
on account of any one accident resulting in injury to or death
of more than one person, and to the amount or limit of at
least five thousand dollars on account of injury to property.
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Section 6. Section 34D of said chapter 90 is hereby
amended by striking out all instances of the words “five
thousand dollars” wherever they appear in said section and
inserting in place thereof the phrase:—ten thousand
dollars.
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Section 7. Section 34D of said chapter 90 is hereby further
amended by inserting after the phrase “in actions to recover
damages” the words: —for injury to property or.
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Section 8. Section 34D of said chapter 90 is hereby further
amended by striking out in the first sentence all after the
phrase “on account of any such judgment.”
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Section 9. Said chapter 90 is hereby amended by inserting
after section 34K the following section:
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Section 34L. Upon request of any insurance company
authorized to negotiate motor vehicle liability insurance in
the commonwealth, the registrar of motor vehicles is autho-
rized to furnish the company a certified abstract of the
operating record of any person for the three calendar years
immediately preceding such request. This abstract will
include available information pertaining to conviction of a
violation of a provision of law relating to operation of motor
vehicles. The registrar shall collect one dollar for each
abstract.
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1 Section 10. Said chapter 90 is hereby amended by adding
2 after section 113 J the following section:—
3 Section 113K. (a) All insurance companies authorized to
4 negotiate motor vehicle liability insurance in the comraon-
-5 wealth are hereby authorized to issue policies with or without
6 deductible clauses as described herein. Policies which include
7 such deductibles are acceptable as complying with the re-
-8 quirements of section thirty-four A of chapter ninety. The
9 motor vehicle liability policy may allow for the inclusion of a
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10 deductible provision of up to a maximum of four hundred
11 dollars on the bodily injury portion and a deductible provi-
-12 sion of up to a maximum of two hundred dollars on the
13 property damage portion.
14 (6) All motor vehicle liability policies containing such a
15 deductible must include the following endorsement to the
16 policy:

17 DEDUCTIBLE LIABILITY ENDORSEMENT.

It is agreed that such insurance as afforded by the policy
for liability arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use
of a motor vehicle applies subject to the following provi-
sions:

18
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1. The insured shall be liable as stated herein to the
company for dollars of any bodily injury claims and
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23
dollars of any property damage claims brought

against the insured for each accident.
24
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2. The terms of the policy, including those with respect to
notice of accident and the company’s right to investigate,
negotiate, and settle any claim or suit, apply irrespective of
the application of the deductible amount.
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3. The company may pay any part, or all, of the deductible
amount to effect settlement of any claim or suit, and upon
notification of the action taken, the named insured shall
within thirty days reimburse the company for such part of
the deductible amount as has been paid by the company and
for which the insured is liable.
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4. If a bodily injury or property damage claim is resolved
by a judgment, the insured will be liable to the company for
an amount not to exceed the deductible amount. If settle-
ment of such claims is made by the insurance company
without recourse to litigation, the insured will be liable to the
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of the settlement not to exceed
bodily injury settlements, and
rent not to exceed the deductible
settlements.

company for sixty per cent
the deductible amount for
eighty per cent of the settle;
amount for property damage
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■eimburse the insurance company
the deductible amounts stated in
i of notification of the settlement

(c) If an insured fails to :
for the insured’s liability on
the policy within thirty day
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48 of claims brought against the insured, the insurance company
49 may notify the registrar of motor vehicles of the default.
50 Registration of any and all motor vehicles registered in the
51 insured’s name will be cancelled, and no new registration
52 issued to said insured, until a plan of restitution satisfactory
53 to both parties has been agreed upon by the insured and the
54 insurance company.

1 Section 11. Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 1138.

1 Section 12. Section 113 H of said chapter 175 is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the words “or otherwise” in the
3 fourth sentence of the first paragraph the following words:—
4 and shall also provide for reasonable rates or rate modifica-
-5 tions for such insurance.

1 Section 13. Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 113K the following sec-
-3 tion:—
4 Section 113L. (a) Insurers authorized to write motor
5 vehicle liability insurance in the commonwealth are autho-
-6 rized, subject to approval and regulation by the commissioner
7 of insurance, to organize and maintain an assigned claims
8 bureau and an assigned claims plan and to formulate and
9 from time to time amend rules and regulations for their

10 operation and for the assessment of costs on a fair and
11 equitable basis, consistent with the provisions of this chapter.
12 In default of the organization and continued maintenance of
13 an assigned claims bureau and assigned claims plan in a
14 manner considered by the commissioner of insurance to be
15 consistent with the terms of this chapter, the commissioner of
16 insurance shall organize and maintain such a bureau and
17 plan.
18 (6) Costs incurred in the operation of the assigned claims
19 bureau shall be assessed against insurers according to rules

20 and regulations that assure fair allocation among insurers
21 writing motor vehicle liability insurance in the common-
-22 wealth, on a basis reasonably related to the volume of such
23 insurance thev write.
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(c) Every insurer writing motor vehicle liability insurance
in the commonwealth is required to participate in the
assigned claims bureau and the assigned claims plan.
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(d) Each person suffering loss because of an injury arising
out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle
in this commonwealth may obtain motor vehicle liability
benefits through the assigned claims plan established pur-
suant to subsection (a) of this section if (i) no motor vehicle
liability insurance applicable to the injury can be identified,
or (ii) the only identifiable motor vehicle liability insurance
applicable to the injury is, because of multiple claims against
it or because of financial inability of one or more insurers to
fulfill their obligations, inadequate to provide benefits up to
the maximum prescribed in section thirty-four A of chapter
ninety (in which last case all unpaid benefits due or coming
due are subject to being collected under the assigned claims
plan, and the insurer to which the claim is assigned, or the
bureau of assigned claims if the claim is assigned to it, is
entitled to reimbursement from the defaulting insurers to the
extent of their financial responsibility). Persons entitled to
claim through the assigned claims plan are entitled to recover
benefits from the insurer to which the claim is assigned (or
from the bureau if the claim is assigned to it) subject to the
maximum prescribed in section thirty-four A of chapter
ninety.
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(e) The claim or claims arising from injury to one person
or to property sustained in one accident and brought through
the assigned claims plan shall be assigned to one insurer, or to
the bureau, which after such assignment shall have rights and
obligations as if having issued a policy of motor vehicle
liability insurance, of standard provisions, applicable to the
claim.
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(/) The assignment of claims shall be made according to
rules and regulations that assure fair allocation of the burden
of assigned claims among insurers doing business in the
commonwealth on a basis reasonably related to the volume of
motor vehicle liability insurance they write.
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( g) A person claiming through the assigned claims plan
shall notify the bureau of his claim within the time that
would have been allowed for filing an action for motor vehicle
liability benefits had there been in effect indentifiable coverage
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applicable to the claim. The bureau shall promptly assign the
claim and notify the claimant of the identity and address of
the insurer to which the claim is assigned (or of the bureau if
the claim is assigned to it). No action by the claimant against
the insurer to which his claim is assigned (or against the
bureau, if the claim is assigned to it) shall be commenced
later than thirty days after receipt of notice of the assign-
ment or the last date on which the action might have been
commenced had it been against the insurer of identifiable
coverage applicable to the claim, whichever is later.
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(h) All reasonable costs incurred in the handling and

disposition of assigned claims (including amounts paid pur-
suant to assessments under subsection (6) of this section as
well as other amounts reasonably expended in the handling
and disposition of assigned claims) shall be taken into
account in making and regulating rates for motor vehicle
liability insurance.
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Section 14. Said chapter 175 of the General Laws is
hereby amended by inserting after section 187 E the following
section:—

1
o
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Section 187F. A payment by an insurance company on any
motor vehicle liability claim may not in any event be
construed as evidence of liability; and this payment may not
be introduced as evidence if any other motor vehicle liability
claim or claims arising from the same accident should be in
litigation.
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1 Section 15. Section 4of chapter 175 A of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by striking out the words “nor to compul-
-3 sory motor vehicle liability insurance” in the second sentence
4 of the first paragraph.

1 Section 16. Chapter 175 A of the General Laws is hereby
2 further amended by inserting after section 4 the following
3 new section;—■
4 Section I±A. Any insurance company authorized to issue
5 motor vehicle liability insurance policies providing the
6 coverage defined in section thirty-four A of chapter ninety
7 shall file with the commissioner, or if it is a member of or
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subscriber to a rating organization licensed under this
chapter, authorize such rating organization to file on its
behalf with the said commissioner, its classifications of risks
and premiums relating thereto and subsequent proposed
classifications and/or premiums, which shall take effect unless
disapproved by the commissioner, but in no case shall their
effective date be less than ninety days after the filing has
been received in the office of the commissioner. All filings
presented to the commissioner shall be accompanied by the
information upon which the filer supports such filing. All
rates shall be made in accordance with the provisions of
section five of this chapter. The commissioner may, within
ninety days after the filing has been received in his office,
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disapprove such filing if he finds that the filing does not meet
the requirements of section five, or does not include sufficient
information to determine whether the standards set forth
therein have been met. Upon notice of the action taken by
the commissioner, the filer or any other party aggrieved by
such action may petition to be heard in accordance with the
provisions of section nineteen of this chapter.
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Section 17. If any part or parts of this act shall be held
invalid or unconstitutional, such part or parts shall be treated
as severable from and not affecting the validity of the
remainder of the act.
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1 Section 18. This act shall take effect on January first,
2 nineteen hundred and sixty-nine, except that sections three,
3 four, five, and seven and eight shall take effect conformably
4 to law, and that for the purpose of the issuance of motor
5 vehicle policies and the registration of motor vehicles for the
6 calendar year nineteen hundred and sixty-nine, all things
7 necessary to be done prior to said effective date may be
8 done.


